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Dear Brothers and Sisters, we greet you in the name of our Lord and Savior

Jesus Christ. We are extremely happy to meet you again in this new issue
to share the word of God. Even though there are many Christian Magazines
available, Journal of Christ is a unique one, which aims to highlight the
glory of God among those educated, irrespective of their background. Hope
you will enjoy these articles in the midst of your hectic work pressure. May
God bless your hands in all your assignments!
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Your brother in Christ
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David
Spiritual note
Miracles Bring People to God’s Kingdom
One of the effective ways, God employs to preach the gospel of Jesus is
performing miracles in faithful hearts and minds. Since Old Testament period, God Indeed had performed many miracles on the earth. Supernatural
power when touches a human life, the life gets the required healing.
Human life is light (Spirit) and when the words filled in it, this light becomes
a Soul (Characteristic system).
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We read in Proverbs 20:27 as follows:
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“The Spirit of a man is the lamp of the LORD, Searching all the inner depths
of his heart”.
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God lives in an unapproachable light (eternal light). When Holy Spirit (eternal light) of God, touches the lives of the peoples, their physical and spiritual problems are instantly solved.
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How?
Let us understand first how a human life is created. When God’s light touches the flesh (embryo in mother’s womb), formed by a father and a mother,
the parts of the child will start forming. The first one to function in that
flesh is heart. Remember the heart beats in an embryo after 21 days from
LMP (Last Menstrual Period), i.e. 22nd day. A water baptism is already per02
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formed before heavenly anointing takes place. Stem cells in the embryo will
grow as parts (heart, liver, brain etc). Today we have got all these knowledge
because the Science has been well developed. But the Psalmist, living in a
period, when there was no observatory knowledge known to human about
fertilization, embryonic stage etc., just trusted what God had told him (David, 3000 years before).
“Your eyes saw my unformed body. All the days ordained for me were written in your book before one of them (parts of the body) came to be”, Psalm
139:16.
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If the embryo is not guided properly, it will not reach a safe place (uterus)
for its healthy growth, where it receives life from God. Same way, if a sinner
(disobedient to God’s word) is not guided by Jesus, he will not receive the
new life, which the Father wants to give him.
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Heart gets connected to the Spirit of a Child. Thus it receives the word from
God in heavenly form. And therefore Spirit gives the received information
(intelligence instructions) to stem cells to form all the parts of the body;
therefore Holy Spirit can heal those parts supernaturally.
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Natural: Observing an event through naked eyes that is happening
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Supernatural: Receiving the God’s power (eternal light) by faith
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When God formed Adam’s body and then Eve’s body, he had made the required stem cells in their physical systems. Thus in the process of embryo
formation, the single egg is created that has all the necessary stem cells
for parts formation later. The heavenly touch (Information) will make them
(stem cells) to grow in to perfect organs or parts. Today Scientists have
found some of them (stem cells) and experimenting to grow them as organs
in the laboratory. However it will take more time for humans to transplant
such laboratory grown human organs in to a living person’s body unlike
God’s healing (miracle), where God heals a damaged organ (part) in its original place and set right its functionality instantly.
And the LORD God said, “The man has now become like one of us, knowing
good and evil”, Genesis 3:22.
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Knowledge: Time, Mass & Energy
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Yes, after the disobedience of humans, God expected that their knowledge
would grow. Therefore, no surprise about what we know today; but nearly
it took 6000 years since creation. Any physical process takes place under
nature, in which the time clock is set for the humans as 24 hours with a day
and a night. In contrast when God works, he does it in his heavenly time in
light, which is incomparable. Some of the miracles recorded in Holy Bible
are truly amazing.
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• Jesus fed 5000 and 4000, on two occasions; but in both the occasions,
he had few breads and fishes, which he showed to his Father in heaven.
• Because our time is so small and any physical process takes longer
time, we do not understand these heavenly actions, which took place
on a faster mode.
• For example, our seeding, growing and harvesting nearly takes 3 to 6
months for any crop to produce its yield.
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• Suppose we stand at a stop for a bus, which has a frequency of 10 minutes. It means that for every 10 minutes that particular bus will come
to that stop. This kind of event our eyes can witness. But any event that
occurs at milli-second (10-3)/micro second (10-6) /nano-second (10-9)/
pico-second (10-12), human eyes cannot capture. For which, we use
the high speed camera. The fastest high speed camera has the ability to
take pictures at a speed of 200 million frames per second; any transient
incidents (like car impact) can be captured using this camera. A normal
motion picture is filmed and played back at 24 frames per second; while
television uses 25 frames per second.
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• Therefore, we should understand that such high frequency incidents
really take places on the earth or in space. When God performs, seeding
or growing, the harvest takes place on a very high frequency mode. Human eyes or human made gadgets cannot capture heavenly incidents.
We only can hear from those, who had experienced the heavenly healings. But they are truly happening because our God is truthful to His
words.
• A child to have all its parts formed inside the mother’s womb, it takes
ten months; but in the outside world, these parts grow further for a
minimum period of another 10 to 15 years. That means naturally on
the earth, any physical process takes more time with earthly materials,
which have physical energy (Form: mechanical/ electrical/heat/magnetic/nuclear/biological).
• In school Science, we have studied that light energy from SUN is used
by the plants to produce food for us.
Creation Formula: (Reference Dr. Gary Parker, Chapter “Embryonic Development”, from the book “Creation- Facts of Life”)
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Life = Matter (Material) + Energy + Time (Frequency)
+ Out Side Intelligence.
On the earth naturally (24 hours unit = day and night), a plant life is created with “Matter”, which is the seed and Energy comes from the SUN light.
The information (Intelligence) is already coded in the DNA of the seed. When
04
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God created all the creatures, he had coded the required information in the
seeds of different species and families of plants/animals etc. God spoke
(gave information) and things came into existence.
Then God said, “Let the land produce vegetation: seed bearing plants and
trees on the land that bear fruit with seed in it, according to their various
kinds” (Genesis 1:11).
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This process continues as God had blessed Noah and his family.
“As long as the earth endures, seedtime and harvest, cold and heat, summer and winter, day and night will never cease” Genesis 8:22.
“Then God blessed Noah and his sons, saying to them, “Be fruitful and increase in number and fill the earth”, Genesis 9:1.
Remember this world and its population has come from Noah family. Just
8 has become 7 billion today in 4000 years. We now believe that seeds of
the plant grow, taking solar energy. We also need to believe that embryo
receives the eternal light (Holy Spirit) and grow as a child. Earthly food only
helps to increase the mass. Thus SUN light indirectly does the work on our
body to increase its mass.
On the other hand, if God wants to perform a job directly on the food that
was grown up under the SUN light, he can just make it to grow in required
mass in his time under his light. First let us understand the God’s time.
“But, beloved, do not forget this one thing, that with the Lord one day is as
a thousand years, and a thousand years as one day”, 2nd Peter 3:8.
“For a thousand years in your sight are like a day that has just gone by, or
like a watch in the night”, Psalm 90:4.
The above verses clarify one point to us; that is that God’s time is different
from ours. On the earth, when we cannot quantify a parameter, we assume
it to be infinitive because our measurements are limited. Eternal God and
his measurements are then truly immeasurable in our scales.
Eternal
Light

Surface
8 minutes

1 million
years
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Earth
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SUN

Let us take a practical case to understand the relative time on the earth and
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in space. The heat wave that is generated inside the Sun’s core or centre to
reach its surface takes one million years. On the other hand from the surface of the Sun, it hardly takes 8 minutes to reach the earth because the
speed of light is very fast. If the sunlight can reach the earth so fast, our
Father in heaven, who loves all of us, will reach us certainly faster than the
sunlight. Who knows at what speed, the Holy Spirit (Eternal Light) reaches
the hearts & minds of the people?
The world has understood the following:
“Any given amount of mass is equivalent to a certain amount of energy, and
vice versa”.
In equation form E = m.c2, where E is the actual energy, m is mass of the
matter and c is the velocity of light (3x108 m/sec).
This is given by A. Einstein in his famous energy to mass relation. Using
this relation, humans have found both destructive (nuclear energy through
fission, atomic bomb etc) and constructive products (space vehicles, relative
dynamics of moving bodies etc). The mass of the body is a measure of its
energy content. If the energy changes by L (emitted energy) then the mass
also changes in the same sense by L/c2 = m; knowingly or unknowingly Einstein has brought the velocity of light to relate how much energy can be released, if some quantity of mass is lost. In this process, the actual energy in
the original mass is readjusted as updated mass and energy product. The
earthly system works on conservation of mass principle; however heaven
works with conservation energy principle. Earth gives mass that contain
energy; heaven gives energy that can produce the required mass.
When our Savior took five breads (m) from a small boy, the energy content
(E) in them was limited because they have got the energy from the mass of
the earth (minerals) and inside the mass was the SUN light (c), stored in certain form. But then he showed them to the heavenly God. Jesus had done
this after asking the 5000 people to be seated on the grass in faith. In fact
it was wonderful to see their faith. In order for the mass (five breads and
two fishes) to multiply (grow), God had to put an additional energy (emitted
light from heaven: L*) through his speed (c*), so that 5000 would receive the
blessed food (m*). Also we read that the remaining food was collected in 12
baskets. In this miracle, the energy was transformed into mass (L* becomes
m*, with a velocity c*2). Similar incidents were recorded in the bible (1st
Kings 17:15, 16; 2nd Kings 4:5, 6).
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Miracles remove unfaithfulness
In Acts 9:32-43, Peter had performed two miracles. In Lydda, he had found
a man called Aeneas, who was paralytic and bedridden for 8 years. Aeneas
found favor in the eyes of God. So Peter told him to take his bed and walk
in the name of Jesus Christ. Yes, when we walk in the name of Jesus, we
06
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glorify our Father in heaven, who knows all things, who is everything. Seeing the healed Aeneas, the people in Lydda and Sharon turned to the Lord.
Those who repent truthfully would be blessed in the name of our Lord Jesus
Christ.
In another case, Peter performed a prayer for the resurrection of a woman
believer in Jappa, who ardently helped many others and served the Lord
with full heart. When Peter saw the death of this spiritual woman had disturbed many heavenly souls, he prayed to God privately first to learn about
God’s will for this woman. The bible says that Peter presented her after the
prayer alive to others. Many in Jappa, hearing this resurrection had turned
to the Lord.
Yes, miracles do happen now; both in the lives of the believers and gentiles
for God’s glory. They bring the souls back into the Kingdom of God.
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Would you expect a miracle today?
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God will do it in your life; you have to become His vessel.
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Unfaithfulness on His word separates our Spirit from His Eternal Spirit.
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Trust in Him, He never let anyone down, who will seek His refuge. Miracle
is God’s work in our life.
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He is wiling? Are we!

Spiritual article
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TO AVOID ETERNAL SEPARATION
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FJC Prayer Group, Bangalore -560017, India.
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1.0 Introduction
It is an attempt to explain the readers that they can understand the purpose of their life; which can be saved by Jesus Christ; the only solution God
Mar 2012
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THE BLESSED SOLUTION BY GOD’S GRACE

This article presents the purpose of creation of humans through a mathematical modeling scheme using set theory and explains with the help of
arithmetic operations & simple calculus. The process of obedience & disobedience is defined through argument map and the performance of intelligent creatures is thus evaluated. Further the article discusses how a trivial
issue had become a non-trivial one, when acted upon by a binary operation,
which had led the system to a chaotic state. Finally it presents through a
mathematical logic, how God in his wisdom solved this unstable chaotic
system to behave as a linearly stable one.
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almighty has sent from heaven to earth. We must appreciate a point here
that God did not send Satan to earth. Satan came to earth on his own freewill; and he had made Eve (First Woman) to think that freewill was better
(greater) than God’s will. A trivial issue was made non-trivial in that process
of operation; but then God almighty who is the creator, controller and protector (see figure) of all the worlds, sent God’s will (Son) to solve a non-trivial
problem created by Satan in the human system on the earth. Before Satan
could spoil the minds of the humans (Man & Woman), he had corrupted
the 1/3rd of angels in heavenly places, who served the living God. Therefore, God wanted to set right the spiritual infection, which was caused by
an untruthful arch angel (Lucifer) for his selfish motivation. Satan’s nature
was transferred to humans, the moment they followed him. We have today
problems because of this very nature of Satan. Before we proceed with this
article, kindly understand that we can neither see God nor His enemy Satan through our naked eyes. But only we feel them in our Spirit through
their respective words; because they contact our minds (gateway to word)
through their words.
• God has given His words in Bible; many faithful Children of God have
received them (nearly 40, over a period of 1600 years). God had sent
His only Son Jesus Christ to witness the ‘truth’, i.e. we are God’s Spiritual Children. Now God’s Spirit transforms those, who post their faith
on God’s word and follow the way of Jesus.
• Satan has created many religious paths/entertainment methods/mythologies/philosophies/Vedas/puranas etc to spread his words. He
sends his demons (evil spirits or fallen angels) to preach the selfish
desires and to develop wicked behaviors or follow the religious path
that will take us away from God’s word.
This article explains every mathematical aspect for a reader to follow scientifically the wisdom of God, which is above our level of reaching. Only with
the help of “Holy Spirit” (God’s Spirit), we can understand the Scriptures
(Bible) for its intended purposes and meanings. Let all the glory and praises
be to our Savior Jesus Christ and through him to our Father God in heaven.
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The trivial issue is One Flesh Theory. Eve’s flesh was formed through Adam
(Genesis 2:21, 22). Adam had realized that Eve was derived from his flesh.
Since they were filled with God’s Spirit, they got no feeling, seeing their nudity (Genesis 2:25). Thus the issue of being nude was a trivial one, which
had no influence in the God’s mission. It was only important, whether they
were going to trust God’s word on the fruits or not. When two human lives
(Spirits) have God’s Spirit, they will have ‘one mind’. This is in fact the ‘One
Mind Theory’, which was proposed by God. One mind is possible, only when
we have God’s word as our language and his commands as our characters
(God’s Spirit).
Satan cleverly introduced the personality as an issue, which was a nontrivial one (Genesis 3:5).
“For God knows that when you eat of it, (forbidden fruit) your eyes will be
opened, and you will be like God, knowing good and evil”.
Adam and Eve did not make any attempt to learn: ‘who they are’; and also
did not ask God: ‘what is death’. Satan observed the humans that they were
not going near to the tree in the centre of the Garden; but he did not know
why. Obviously he had confusion. Also, he saw them in nude. Therefore an
evil plan was formed in his mind to deceive them subsequently.

2.0 Argument Map
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Argument map is a logical structure; this is necessary to understand how
the entire episode (good versus evil) started. The references to build this
argument map were taken from the Holy Scriptures (Isaiah, Ezekiel). The
believers of Christ are very familiar with the following personalities; however
a non-believer or a gentile does not. Therefore, for the sake of completeness,
let us understand the following persons before reading the argument map.
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God Almighty :

The creator, source of light energy and wisdom, beginning
& end; everything to every creature; Omni potential.

Jesus Christ

Word of God is the Son of God, and Chief priest and the
savior of life because he has been created as the source of
eternal life by God Almighty.

15

Spirit of God, who brings back God’s will (Wisdom of God)
into the lives of humans so that they would perform according to the Principles of God. All the authorities of God
on the Earth and in Heavens are transferred and given to
Jesus Christ. Therefore the Spirit of God also some times
in Scriptures is referred to as Christ’s Spirit. There is one
more logical reason lies on this vital issue that is every one
must worship God in their “Spirit” through “Jesus Christ”.
Thus all belongings of God belong to His Son.
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Holy Spirit
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Mathematically speaking God performs every operation in an integral domain; therefore God, Jesus and Holy Spirit are integrated as one in the
divine system. They are identical to each other. Jesus Christ has reflected
‘God in flesh’, state completely. Because, according to the righteousness of
God, the sinners of the world should not live after seeing His face (Exodus
33:20). Therefore, He had appeared in flesh state so that we could see God,
face to face in the heavenly places.
Satan

:

Was a spirited, anointed son (Lucifer) once upon a time and
had turned as enemy to God to achieve his passionate desires (selfish); he is one of the binary operators.

Father God proclaimed thrice on the earth: I am well pleased in Jesus Christ,
my Son. Jesus was sent to the earth by God (John 17:4). It also tells us that
God was not pleased with Lucifer (John 8:44), who visited the earth to deceive the God’s Children (Adam & Eve).
Having understood the spirited personalities, let us look at the argument
map to read the situation in heavens before any creation was started on the
earth.
Argument map consists of main contention, premises, co-premises, objections, rebuttals and lemmas. The problem that had arisen in heavens was
basically a logical one; therefore to understand such a problem, this article
employs a logical structure (argument map).
Argument map

: When Satan did not accept his mistake and lied to God and

he had argued with Him on the validity and sanctity on the
statement made by God. God then had decided to reveal
the truth through an informal logical process. At the same
time, He had also decided that the process should yield the
right fruits (truthful worshipers). Now even a common man
(layman) can understand why God loves him so much. We
are His personal properties. God had created everything
for man but man was created for Him; as His son; as His
glory. Worship is God’s glory. So through man, God almighty wanted that glory to be revealed. Behold, man and
his partner miserably had failed in the Garden of Eden.
For a given simple argument (logical), if the assumption is
made that its premises (statements) are correct, fault may be
found in the progression from these (premises) to the conclusion of the argument (inference objection).

Therefore, the statement made by God and the counter statement by Lucifer
are the two premises. The assumption is made that both are correct from
their own point of views. God had permitted this in His wisdom so that in
the progression through inference objection (a relation between contention
i.e. argument and premise i.e. statement), He would reveal the fault of Satan
or in other words the mistake in Satan’s mind would be found and exposed
010
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formally in heavens.
Thus, God started performing the creations on the empty earth and had
prepared it to His satisfaction.

3.0 Modeling the life in Eden Garden
It may be necessary to make an assumption on an argument (problem definition) in order to conclude anything from a set of original statements (God
had made one and Lucifer made a counter statement). Satan was permitted
on his own way to develop a lot of assumptions, while God was creating all
the creatures on the earth, making so many arrangements. Finally God created the formal system on which the binary operation had to be performed.
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In order to prove the validity on His statement, God chose the righteous
path. As a creator, he had the potential to create a new world, and the new
principles for that world. Therefore in that process, He had revealed to His
sons (Angels) in heavens, His stand and position.
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So, He had created two worshipers with a capability to produce worshipers
for the divine system. In His wisdom, God had made them one level lower
than the spirited sons in heavens. This was not to lower the humans but
later to lift them as anointed sons of heavens. Remember Lucifer and his
angels were once anointed, who were indeed conducting the worship and
service to God. Humans were created to worship the living God in their
spiritual system.
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The Spirit is eternal and we are not permitted to see the Father God (eternal
light) through our naked eyes. In case, if we want to see then we have to
come out this physical cover but need to face God’s judgment for our righteous qualities that we have developed during the earthly stay. Moses had
asked God to seek His face; God replied to Moses: I have given you my Grace
(Exodus 33:19, 20).
I will have mercy on whom, I will have mercy, and I will have compassion
on whom, I will have compassion. But, he said, “You cannot see my face, for
no one see me and live”.
Yes, to forgive all our mistakes, God’s grace is the only solution, heaven has
proposed. It is our duty to come back to the living God to receive His grace.
God’s grace brings a fellowship with Him and rebuilds a truthful relation
between His Holy Spirit and our Spirit.

3.1 Process
A process is the system, which God had made or created; it is a formal system. A formal system consists of two elements (A, B); they are
A. Formal language (Wisdom of God: God’s word)
B. Inference rules
011
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• Fruit of life
• Fruit of knowledge to learn good and bad
Therefore we must understand here the reasons for why God had planted
both the trees; a tree of life (blessing) and the other one that would bring
death to the physical system through sufferings (cursing). Physical death
separates a human Spirit from its living domain i.e. our flesh. God had no
intention to destroy humans thus he made them in his likeness and image
spiritually. The spiritual system in every human is the heavenly system
or life but it has been embedded into a lower order physical system. This
is what God meant that man was created one level lower than the spirited
sons of heavens. However man was created for a divine purpose; that was
to worship God; to establish a relation between the righteousness of God
(authority) to the statement He had made in heaven. Satan had tested and
tempted Jesus; but he miserably failed to introduce any disbelief in the
mind of Jesus. Christ Jesus is perfect in every aspect of life because he
truthfully followed God’s word always.
The inference rules would help logically to reach a conclusion, based on
the evidence found with reasoning. The process of reaching a conclusion
was on the human system. Therefore human system was considered as the
process or simply it is known as plant or system. God is being the source
of love, did not like this system to be disturbed that would cause problems
for its characteristic part (Spirit). Remember we need to understand that
every human has got two parts, namely a physical part (body) and a characteristic part (spiritual system). God did not want any problem to happen
in the characteristic part of the human (plant); therefore proposed (created)
a trivial situation. Accordingly no physical relation was allowed; Adam and
Eve were only spiritually active as truthful worshippers.
God created Adam (human) first and in His wisdom had understood that
Adam should not be left alone. Therefore created another human (Eve) and
added it into the existing system.
Mathematically:

(1)

: Adam & Eve are binary elements

: Adam is multiplicative identity element (1)

: Eve is an additive identity element ( 0 )

3.2 Binary set as magma (trivial group)
The binary set, God had formed was a trivial one, containing identity elements; they behaved spiritually like God. He had formed a binary set using
the binary elements Adam and Eve; this set was made as magma, which
permits only a single arithmetic operation; that is spiritual multiplication.
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Let

{H}
{H}

=
=

{Adam}
{Eve}

: Worshiper 1
: Worshiper 2
Back

They have formed the magma :

{Adam

& Eve} .

01

Binary operation ( permitted )

{H}

X

( Worshiper 1)

{H}
( Worshiper2 )

02

{H}

=

( Worshiper Child )

God said to Adam & Eve: “Be fruitful and multiply”. Here He had mentioned
clearly first that they needed to be fruitful; that was to have a faith centered
life, following God’s word. In simple term, God wanted them to be a spiritual prayer partners. God asked them to get trained in spirit to understand
their responsibilities in the mission He had undertaken. By this approach,
God showed them that they must be together. If they were together then
the Spirit of God was with them to guide. He created Eve as a cloning of
Adam and made them to realize that they were one, in an integrated sense
(one flesh theory); because God wanted to solve the logical issue through
a trivial situation. In case if they would have felt that they were male and
female, then Satan would have easily trapped them as he is doing now to
the humans.
A trivial solution (situation) to an equation (relation) has a simple structure;
for the sake of completeness, it cannot be omitted.
Equation or relation
between

God and humans






=
 ( Adam; Eve )

: Spiritual system
 1
=
0


( Likeness;

Image of God ) 

Spiritual system


Word of God


Therefore God had established a relation (equation) between Him and the
humans. The relation was that they had already possessed His image inside
and there is no need for any attempt to make change in their life.
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⇒ {Adam; Eve} a closed set
Note that God had closed this set under specified operation (Spiritual multiplication); so that the operation on members (Adam; Eve) of the set produces a member of the set; the same spiritual nature what God almighty
had put in these members.
013
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This clearly brings out vital an information; when Eve got divided from this
set, and sinned, she added Adam into her domain to form a non-trivial
group, such that they would deliver a member or members of their nature
not the nature of God. We are examining this fact in detail subsequently.

3.3 Binary operation

Back

Before we examine further, we list out the important points first.
• Adam & Eve were identity elements (Adam was multiplicative type;
Eve was an additive type).
• They were put in one set (magma) that permits only a single operation
what God had permitted, if they are one (one flesh theory).
• The formed set was made as a trivial group, in which they were given
a relation (identity) with creator, a linear equation (system) was established, where both elements had God’s identity.
• The system was trained spiritually because it had to undergo a performance analysis before the intended operation to take place (multiplication). This training was being fruitful i.e. blossoming or growing
in Spirit to develop spiritual characters.
• Since Adam & Eve were created in God’s image and had developed the
characters of heavenly system they were trained to reject any other
binary operation other than what was permitted. So God had clearly
told both that they had to take any decision being together not going
alone. Single mind theory is spiritually one flesh theory (Genesis 2:24).
Definition of binary operation & properties
•
•

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13

It is a calculation or analysis involving two input quantities (Adam;
Eve); the operation entity is two (rank).

14

Binary operations can be accomplished using binary function or binary operator.

16

15

17

For examples
• addition (+), subtraction (-), multiplication (x), division (÷) :
erators

basic op-

• greater than (>), lesser than (<) : advanced operators

18
19

3.4 Performance analysis
God had established a spiritual relation between Him and the humans by
sharing His Spirit. On the other hand a trivial solution (variables have zero
values for their physical lives) was set to an equation (relationship established between Adam & Eve as husband and wife); for the sake of complete014
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ness, this solution cannot be omitted from the analysis.
The values of the variables are developing their own characteristics (though
they were nude, they did not have lust or get pleasure seeing their nudity).
They had got the identity of God that would not change, unless until they
reject God’s word. God is the same forever; His characters will never change.
They are invariants (set values or principles are the same forever).

Back

Mathematically,
If y =
f ( x ) is a function , whose derivative is dy / dx .

=
/ dx 0,
=
if y 0.
Then the trivial solution is dy

01

Therefore it was very clear that God did not want to differentiate Adam &
Eve spiritually; that’s why He had cloned Eve’s physical system from Adam
but then put His image and likeness into it. Our savior also has clarified
this point in many places that in heavens there is no female or male kind of
difference.

03

The functional group, God almighty created was the set that contains identity elements; Adam and Eve were spiritually identical. And God had made
this set as a trivial system; i.e. the relation between them was unimportant;
but their relationship with God was vital for their life and their attitude was
allowed to be observable. Observability was absolute necessary to evaluate
the performance of the set to produce a worshiper of same kind.
We have understood that the differentiation of this function (y) was zero;
that means the function was in absolute stationary condition or equilibrium
state: Adam & Eve obeyed God’s Word. Based on quantum mechanics theory, we call this state as an Eigen state of a Hamiltonian; a state of definite
energy. God gave them words; they did not develop any words themselves at
this stage. Why do we say Adam & Eve was Hamiltonian is clear now; they
were put as a system (group or set) that was under observation by heavenly
system (God & His Angels).
It is time to learn how this Hamiltonian (observatory) system (set) was disturbed; and why God permitted it. Before we seek an explanation about the
operation of disturbance, which was another binary type; let us read the
meaning of the following to appreciate scientifically the Wisdom of God, so
that we honestly agree that God’s wisdom is beyond reachable to human’s
observatory knowledge.
Ground state

: is the lowest energy state (definite); stationary;

02

04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

quasi-static in nature (time independent
condition).
Excited state

Next

: is the energy state greater than ground state;
An excited state is associated with a frequency;

015
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Therefore is dynamic in nature.
The ground state of a quantum field is usually known as vacuum state or
simply a vacuum (Genesis 1:2 says that earth was empty, vacuum). If more
than one ground state exists, then the Hamiltonian system is said to be on
a degenerative mode.
God made Adam & Eve together as a set and defined clearly that they were
one, even though they were physically two (one ground state & one excited
state). This one excited state was that they were spiritually one mind (personality). That’s why worshiping God almighty was not quasi-static. It is
purely an excited process with heavenly feelings. Spirit of God is a highly
dynamic person (believers who are anointed will realize this very fact of spiritual life). And the one ground state was to eat the fruit of life to live in their
physical systems forever without a motivated physical relation (sexual).

Back

01
02
03
04
05

3.5 How Eve & Adam could become degenerative?

06

A Hamiltonian system becomes degenerative, when it commutes with a nontrivial unitary operator (Satan). It turns out that degeneracy occurs, when
a Hamiltonian permits this unitary operator to travel or interacts in it.We
read in Genesis 3:1-5, Eve had permitted Satan to commute with her mind.
Mind is a processor, where spiritual calculations have to be performed to
develop the fruitful characters of the nature of seed (Word), received in it.

07

G r o u n d God told that the day you eat the fruit of good & bad, you surely
state (1) die; so He commanded to eat the fruit of life and live forever with
God’s wisdom; remember after every creation, God found that
the given condition was a good state to that creature. Thus no
physical relation (sexual) between Adam & Eve was also a good
condition.
G r o u n d Satan had twisted this information: “he said you will not die”
state (2) and brought two ground states, namely (i) a sexual relation to
multiply, (ii) a spiritual death i.e. separation from God’s Spirit.

11

Since our flesh (man & woman) is multiplied sexually, only we see the resemblance of our flesh in our children. The creator performed all the creations, strictly following His principles. That’s why He had clearly said that
the human physical system would become degenerative, if the principle
(multiplication through spiritual process) on which it was created is violated. Having understood this, let us examine how Satan had performed this
operation on Eve.

08
09
10

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
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Satan observed that the humans were behaving as a set perfectly as God
wanted; and had learned as long as they were together (in integral domain)
only one binary operation could be performed (spiritual multiplication016
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blessing). The devil knew that he had no power to perform that operation on
Adam & Eve. Creation of new life (multiplication) is in the hands of God Almighty, who is the creator of Spirit. Realize we receive our life (Spirit) freely
from God. Therefore Satan took an opposite domain; he wanted to create a
problem in the creation of new life by differentiating Adam & Eve or simply
bring them into differential domain by differentiating them. In simple words
separate them; handle one Hamiltonian at a time and commute with its
mind.
Here we must recognize a point that Satan had already performed the same
binary operation due to which every problem started. He had a thought in
heaven that he was greater than God. Here exactly in the Garden of Eden,
he injected the same thought into Eve’s mind; telling her that she would
receive God’s identity, only if she violates God’s word.
Satan was alone while talking to Eve; that’s why he was a unitary operator
(bounded with his passionate lustful thoughts). But his intention was to
transform the trivial system (unimportant physical life) into non-trivial one
(important physical life). What we see today with the peoples of this world
of darkness is exactly the same. They are so specific about their physical
needs by forgetting their spirituality. Satan’s operation was a non-trivial
unitary operation on a Hamiltonian system (observable system). We have
discussed already that God wanted a trivial solution to trivial system. What
does it mean?
God wanted Adam & Eve to be together as Spiritual Pair and meet Satan
together, a condition of triviality (figure). It did not take place.

Back

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13

Satan
(Non-trivial unitary operator)
* Adam
* Eve
(2) in (1)

14
15
16

Trivial point
(Meeting place of three)

17
18
19

Eve did not meet Satan along with Adam

• Satan was a non-trivial unitary operator (bounded with his selfish principle); who was not obvious (visible) to Adam & Eve; who was complex
and impossible to solve by humans.
• God knew this very fact; therefore He had created Adam & Eve as Ham017
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iltonian system (observable systems).
• God had made them a trivial system (a set with no intimate relation
between them); but a very simple linear relation (fellowship) with God.
Holy Spirit was with Adam & Eve since their birth.
• Satan could not able to appear in heavenly form to them and do the
interaction because they were created in the image of God (Children of
Light). So Satan had to take a physical shape. Adam was already trained
to understand the characteristics of all the physical creatures (animals,
creepers, birds etc.,); even he knew the sounds of them and recognized
them by that sound. Adam also knew that they could not speak.
• Therefore God had expected positive outcomes, when this non-trivial
unitary operator would commute into the Garden of Eden. In the trivial
set (group of two), Eve had a place value only with Adam because she was
an additive identity element. When the serpent spoke to her; she was
expected to call upon Adam so that they together take a decision; because God had told them to take decision together (one mind theory).
Therefore God wanted both Adam & Eve to meet Satan together. God
is righteous, who stands on His unchanged principles. But Satan, being wicked clearly avoided this situation. He had transformed a simple
trivial system into an unstable non-trivial one for his survivability by
making Eve not as a subset of divine family.
 A functional dependency ( FD )

FD :
x → y,

where y is called non − trivial,if y is not a subset of x.

Actually Eve was a clone of Adam; and he also declared that Eve was a
subset in him physically. God made both Adam & Eve as subsets of His divine family. But Eve became a non-trivial (independent physical system) by
coming out of the functional set (trivial group). Indeed she did not have any
control over her thinking, once she came out of the trivial set. Her mind was
controlled by the devil. Therefore, she hid the truth that she was feeling her
nudity by lying to Adam.

4.0 Conclusion
When Satan had lied to Holy Spirit in heaven, God prepared the earthly
mission to reveal the truth to all. And He did it in His righteous manner and
glorified His name. However, the humans were trapped in an insignificant
physical life and now they give no importance to their eternal spiritual life.
One side, faith on God’s word needed to be established and in the other
side, the humans had to seek God’s forgiveness to receive a peaceful relation with the creator. God has solved both through His Son, Jesus Christ.
Jesus has brought God’s word and God’s Spirit into our lives. So that we all
018
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become one mind spiritually and multiply (born again) like Jesus. For this
to happen, first of all we have to multiply physically, which God has permitted for humans similar to animals. Satan had brought death to humans’
lives, a separation between humans’ Spirits and God’s Spirit. But Jesus
through His death on Calvary, broken that spiritual bondage and received
the God’s grace for us.
The grace of God brings the peace and forgiveness into our life, so that
God’s Spirit will come back into our heart and guide us to learn God’s principles, which will lead us into eternal freedom. Eternal life is a life in God’s
kingdom with no satanic intrusion. A joyful life is waiting for all of us in
heavenly places.
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01
02

 Are we ready to receive this life?

03

 Do we value our life more than the pleasure of this world

04

Then we shall accept Jesus as our Lord and Savior, who will teach us the
truth of the life.
The truth is that human’s Spirit needs Holy Spirit to have eternity in light.
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